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INTRODUCTION 
The knowledge, the skill or the practice derived from direct 
observation or participation in events has been the fundamental element 
of traditional management practices. Modern management techniques, on 
the other hand, try to formalize experiences so that the art of managing 
resources becomes a more objective discipline. They also stress the 
responsibility of an enterprise to pass on to future generations the 
knowledge of the functioning of the organization. 
This report attempts . to provide management with a tool for the 
effective and concise, although simplified, description of a particular 
system; in this case the computational science department of an 
~ngineering corporation. The study combines the principles of System 
Dynamics with those of management training programs to provide for a 
dynamic model of the system. The model can then be used for the 
training of future managers as it provides for a scenario where multiple 
alternatives can be evaluated in the light of their consequences. 
Management skills acting upon a model of the dynamics of the system 
interact with random disturbances in an attempt to simulate the real 
world. 
The system model portion of the study is described in block dia-
gram form and it is implemented in an analog computer. Management 
decisjons, random effects and the possible consequences of different 
alternatives are programmed on a digital computer. The result is a 




I. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 
Fundamentally~ - ~nagement is the sensor and controller of a 
system. The ability to successfully control a system depends very 
heavily on how well it is understood. It is with this objective that a 
study of a hybrid computational laboratory is undertaken in this report. 
Thus, we seek a better understanding of the system derived from our 
ability to describe it in a mathematical notation. Upon the success 
of this endeavor we hope to facilitate the training of future managers 
by making available to them our perception of the system at the time of 
the formulation of the model. Furthermore, depending on the exactness 
of the simulation, the model can be used to test different courses of 
action, formulate new policies and evaluate alternatives. 
It is not unusual to find that a decision which seems favorable 
for the immediate future turns out to be a failure in the long run. 
There are several reasons for this phenomenon, such as: (1) the non-
linearities of the system, (2) the time varying characteristics 
associated with any human endeavor, (3) the interaction of events with 
different lags and delays. The computation~! science department of a 
big corporation is a typical example where the above three peculiarities 
are found. Non-linearities are found in production limits, computer 
breakdowns, personnel problems and many more. Time varying 
characteristics are quite common in the computer industry; today's 
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tech~ically sound solution may become obsolete tomorrow. Finally, in terms 
of lags, the training of competent programmers and computer operators 
is a lengthy proce.ss, particularly in the hybrid computer field. On 
the other hand, orders are received with little anticipation and the 
programming and set up effort must be minimized in order to insure 
customer satisfaction. 
The present study is composed of four elements: (1) the system 
dynamic model, (2) the management decision model, (3) the random 
effects, (4) the consequences of system behavior. The system dynamic 
model includes personnel and its effectiveness, orders, production 
capacity, actual production, computer facilities, backlog and profits. 
The management decision model is a flexible and independent section of 
the study where a multitude of rationales can be considered. The random 
effects section refers to the random disturbances associated witn 
unforeseeable events. It includes such events as computer breakdowns, 
p~rson~el absences and resignations, changes in overhead cost, etc.; 
all of these occurring according to predetermined functions and 
probability distributions. The last section, called consequences of 
system behavior, comprises those events resulting from the selection of 
a given alternative or conditioned upon the performance of the system. 
Figure 1 shows the four elements of the simulation and the links 
among them. The solid lines indicate flows of material, orders, money 
and/or personnel while the dotted lines indicate flow of information. 
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A management decision may result in flow of material, money or personnel 
into the system dynamics; the system on the other hand provides manage-
ment with profits. Decisions are the result of information that flows 
into the management block from the system itself, from the anticipation 
of random variations and from the evaluation of the consequences of the 
different alternatives. The information available to the manager 
could be distorted, misleading or imperfect. ~ given alternative might 
have consequences that affect the random effects section. Tor example, 
in the acquisition of a new computer the failure rate characteristic 
of the selected alternative is loaded into the random effect block. This 
block in turn changes the equivalent equipment capacity thus simulating 
computer breakdown. Random events mdght depend on the system dynamics 
themselves as in the case of increasingly poor system performance result-
ing in a higher resignation rate. System performance can also produce 
consequences such as increased customer satisfaction which might result 
in additional orders. Finally, a management action can directly affect 
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the random effect block such as in the case of increased market~ng effort 
affecting the Chances for new contracts. 
Since the system dynamics portion is formulated in a continuous 
fashion, it makes the choice of the analog computer more attractive over 
a digital computer approach. The management portion, on the other hand, 
consists of basically logic decisions with a requirement of memorization 
of past events, optimization of objective functions, statistical 
evaluation of alternatives, etc. The selection of the digital computer 
is the obvious choice for these chores. The random effects and con-
sequences of system behavior sections are also implemented in the digital 
computer. Thus, the computational tool employed for this study is the 
hybrid computer. The communication between the analog and digital 
computer is achieved through the use of 32 channels of data from the analog 
to the digital and a maximum of 40 channels of data from the digital to 
the analog. In addition, logic signals can be carried from one computer 
to another. The digital language used is Fortran IV. The synchronization 
of the programs resides in the analog computer and the overall control in 
the digital computer. All analog control functions are accomplished 
through the use of Fortran callable hybrid subroutines. 
The following two chapters describe in detail each subsection of 
the study. 
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMIC MODEL 
The system dynamics portion of the simulation deals primarily 
with delays in training and programming and with computer breakdowns, 
as well as with limits in production, formulation of profits and 
estimates of backlog. Seven elements are distinguished in the system 
dynamics portion. Figure 2 shows a macro view o~ the system and the 
interdependence of the elements. 
Fig. 2--Macro view of system dynamics 
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The unit of time selected in the simulation is one week, orders 
are expressed in computer hours per week, profit is in dollars and 
equipment is expressed as the number of computers available for pro-
duction. 
The rest of this chapter discusses each element in detail. 
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Personnel 
It has been said that the human resource is the most valuable 
asset a corporation possesses. For those firms that depend on the 
intellectual ability -a£ their manpower, human resources are of great 
value. The computational science department we are considering, whose 
principal responsibility is to provide an effective problem solving 
force, depends strongly on qualified personnel. The engineers assigned 
to this department have to be proficient in their own fields as well as 
in such areas as computational techniques and simulation techniques. In 
addition, they must be able to program and operate the digital, the 
analog, and the hybrid computers available in the department. The 
company classifies engineers according to their educational background 
and experience. Three levels of employment are identified; the lowest 
category, referred to as level 1, is made up of new hires with under-
graduate degrees in engineering or related areas. Level 2, requires 
practical experience in computer science and possibly a graduate degree 
in engineering. The highest rank, level 3, includes Ph.D.'s and/or 
highly experienced staff. Because of the training required, the 
efficiency at a cer·tain level may differ from the actual manpower at 
that level. Thus, for each level a distinction will be made between 
manpower lev~l (MPL) and effective manpower level (EMPL). A set of 
mathematical functions was developed in order to shape MPL into EMPL. 
Different transitions were considered at each employment category. 
These were: hire (H), promote (P), quit {Q), and lay off (L). Table 1 
shows tl1e three categories of employment along with their possible 
9 
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transition. This author formulation of the transfer function for each 
transition is shown in the frequency domain along with its step input 
time domain response. Each transfer function is identified by a code 
indicating the level ana the type of transition; for instance, El-Hl 
should be interpreted as the effectiveness in level 1 as the result of 
a hire at level !; likewise, E2-Pl2 stands for the effectiveness in 
level 2 as the result of a £remotion from level l to level l· 
The EMPL's result~ng from the different transitions are combined 
to compute the total effectiveness at each level. Figure 3 is a block 
diagram of the personnel model. 
As indicated in Table 1 and Figure 3, a hire at level 1 results 
in a decrease in efficiency at levels 2 and 3. This is the result of 
the time spent by more experienced personnel in training and counseling 
the new hired at level 1. A level 2 hired is assumed to be trained by 
more experienced level 2 individuals. At level 3, it is assumed that 
the training is mostly self conducted with an initial contribution due 
to new ideas and new concepts. A promotion from a lower to a higher 
category is typified by the gradual release of responsibilities at the 
lower level and the imposition of the new obligations at the higher 
level. For a lay off, the assumption is made that management has a 
prior knowledge and therefore starts taking responsibilities away prior 
to the action of laying off. In the case of a quit the employee's 
effectiveness decreases in anticipation of his departure. No quits are 
assumed at level 3. Furthermore, a lay off at this level could be 



















































































































































































































































































































































department within the company. The track/store shown for the quit and 
lay off portions of Figure 3 are necessary in order to ensure that the 
employee is not removed from the system before he leaves the company 
even though his efficiency decreases while still employed. 
The two most important assumptions made in this section of the 
model are: (1) all the people within the same level perform accordi ng 
to the same efficiency transfer function, (2) the transitions are 
independent and thus the efficiencies resulting from different 
transitions are additive. The implication of the second assumption 
is that if an employee quits or is laid off before he reaches his 
maximum level of efficiency, the EMPL for that level goes negati ve. 
This phenomenon is shown in ·Figure 4 where a new hired at l evel 1 quits 
after 37 weeks of employment. 
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Fig. 4--MPLl and EMPLl for the case of a 
quit after 37 weeks of employment. 
A case of two hires followed by a promotion fo l l owed by a quit 
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Orders flowing into the laboratory are measured in computer hours 
per week (comp. hrs/week). This study distinguishes three sources of 
orders. They are: (1) company contracts requiring computer work, 
(2) company proposals or R & D programs auspiced by the company, (3) 
outside contracts awarded directly to the laboratory. These three 
sources bring into the department jobs that can be categorized as big 
jobs or small jobs depending o~ their number of computer hours per week. 
It is assumed that the outside orders awarded are small. 
When a new order is obtained, programming effort delays its effect 
on the production. Furthermore, in many cases additional computer hours 
must be allocated for an incoming order without remuneration because 
of debug and check out time. It is for this reason that a distinction 
is made between chargeable computer hours per week and actual demand of 
computer hours. Figure 6 shows the difference between chargeable hours 
and actual computer demand for the case of new outside business. 
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The effect of back~og in the orders is interpreted as a negative 
feedback in the system. The simulation is programmed to handle dead 
bands in the backlog feedback loop. Most of the parameters associated 
with the orders are either random consequences of other actions or 
events, or results of a marketing effort. In the case of outside 
bus~ness, management assigns a percentage of its effective manpower at 
level 3; a random number is then drawn from a probability distribution 
to determine the number of computer hours/week resulting from this 
effort. A similar situation is being modeled for small proposals in 
this case by assigning personnel from level 2. The complete block 
diagram for the orders is shown as part of Figure 7. 
Production Capacity 











































































calculated by multiplying the number of computers available by the 
maximum number of computer hours/week per computer. This factor might 
be expressed· as a cons~a~t, an empirical function or a probabilistic 
random number. It can be changed by any one of the other sections of 
this study, namely management, random effects or consequences. A fixed 
number of computer hours is then subtracted due to maintenance and/or 
computer breakdown. The resultant computer capacity is then subject to 
personnel limitations. 
Actual Production 
The actual production of the laboratory is the actual computer 
demand subject to limits in production capacity. It should be noted that 
as production capacity limits actual production, it also limits the 
chargeable computer hours. 
Profit 
To express profit, the total chargeable computer hours per week 
is multiplied by the hourly computer price ($/comp.hr.). This term 
represents revenues; from these, wages, fixed cost, and variable cost 
are sub~racted to calculate the profits per week. The integral of 
this function gives the accumulated profit. Fixed and variable costs 
are grouped in one term which is subject to change by management, random 
effects or consequences. Wages are calculated by multiplying the MPL 
for each level times a base salary for each level. In addition, a 
term proportional to the efficiency at each level is added to express 
different salary grades according to experience and seniority. A 
track/store is used here as a realization that wages are not reduced 
even though the efficiency decreases until the employee leaves the 
system either as the result of a quit or a lay off. 
Equipment 
Equipment is expressed as the number of computers available. 
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Even though a variety of computers are available, no distinction is 
made among them. Equipment is shown as an open loop in the system 
dynamics portion of this study. Management is responsible for closing 
the loop by replacing old equipment, acquiring additional computers, 
or discarding excess capacity. Equipment characteristic parameters 
suCh as mean time to failure, computing capacity, required maintenance, 
and so forth, are stored in the consequence of system dynamics section. 
These parameters in turn affect other parts of the system. 
Backlog 
In order to obtain a measure of backlog in units of weeks, the 
actual production is subtracted from the actual computer demand and 
divided by an estimate of production capacity expressed in computer-
hours per computer. This quantity is then integrated and divided by 
the number of computers available. Since backlog depends on an estimate 
6f future computer capacity, its value may vary among different 
interested parties. That is, management's estimate might be lower than 
that of a customer or than that of an engineer working in the 
laboratory. Backlog affects future orders directly; indirectly it also 
affects many other elements of the system such as increased employee 
dissatisfaction due to prolonged pressures, reduced routine maintenance 
resulting in a higher probability of computer failure, and others. 
These will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE MANAGEMENT 
SIMULATION PROGRAMS 
This . chapter describes ·the three sections of the study that 
deal with random disturbances, subjective decisions and consequences 
resulting from the system behavior itself. The section called 
19 
management decision covers such events as hires, promotions, lay offs, 
marketing efforts, equipment decisions, wages, etc. The section called 
random effects imparts to the simulation the variations observed in 
computer breakdowns, overhead costs, quitting rates, etc. The last 
section, referred to as consequences of system dynamics, gives to the 
study the branching of consequences resulting from different events. 
It is not the objective of this study to exhaust all possible 
combinations of management decisions, random effects or consequences, 
but merely to provide for the means by which different situations can 
be easily simulated. Thus, only the supporting software has been 
written for each of the sections with the emphasis on modularity and 
flow of information among the different sections. 
Exogenous variables such as gross national product, stock 
market indications, and others can be entered into the program to be 
used as factors in decisions. Management can also distort or restrain 
information from selected sections of the model. The program allows 
for the storing of information in regard to individual employees, 
specific customers and computers. 
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In the rest of this chapter we will discuss the three sections 
of the management simulation programs. The presentation will be based 
on the concepts of each section rather than on what was actually included 
in this study. For specific information regarding the programs the 
reader is referred to Appendix A. 
Management 
The managemen~ section stores the formulation of the policies that 
control the system. In addition, it includes those measuring techniques 
that management employs in extracting information from the system. For 
the most part, the rationale of a decision mechanism can be prestated 
in terms of the elements that intervene in the process. For a sub-
jective type of decision mechanism it is sometimes hard to identify the 
factors involved in making the decision. It is even more difficult 
to express those factors as measurable quantities or logical variables. 
However, several approaches based on psychometric techniques already 
exist to extract subjective information. If the decision process 
employed is based on operations research techniques, such as linear 
programming, the implementation of the management process is in most 
cases easy to program. For advanced research in management techniques 
this section provides the means to implement such concepts as decision, 
game and estimation theories as well as classical, modern and optimal 
control theories applied to the control of non-physical systems. 
Random Effects 
This section is primarily designed to generate random numbers 
21 
. from specified distributions with vary~ng or fixed parameters. The 
parameters of the distributions as well as the types of distribution 
can be modified either by this section or by another section. A 
pseudorandom number generator with possible output from 0 to 1 is used 
to modify pre-programmed distributions. 
Consequences 
Insofar as managers do not have perfect knowledge of future 
outcomes their decisions are based on imperfect information. As time 
progresses the true consequences begin to unfold. This section 
offers the means for defining these consequences. It also provides 
the opportunity to establish cause-effect rela~ionship which modify 
the behavior of the system. Some of the possible factors this section 
could include are: 
. . . 
The effects on personnel of no 
p~omotions for extended periods of time. 
The increased maintenance cost for a 
specific computer. 
The effect of state-of-the-art equipment 
in the awarding of new contracts. 
• • • 
The increased loss in orders as the 
result of prolonged backlog. 
22 
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IV. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL 
As we prepare to demonstrate the use of the simulation with a 
simple hiring policy, the topic of model validation must first be 
considered. Even though we recognize that the best way to validate a 
model is to compare real world data with model output, the inaccessibil-
ity and lack of sufficient data made this type of comparison impossible. 
Instead the simulation was evaluated in terms of its trends and general 
characteristics. The run outputs shown in Figure 8 demonstrate the 
stability of the system and its trends as a function of time. For this 
run the conditions are set so that man-power production capacity limits 
actual production until the effectiveness of manpower level increases 
above the demand. The second run, shown in Figure 9, tests the transient 
response of the system. In this case, manpower production capacity 
increases as the result of person~el motivation which produces a sudden 
decrease in backlog. As a consequence a .profit increase of $50,000 
is noticed at the end of a 48 week period. These results were in accord 
with the intuition of the ma~agers of the computational laboratory being 
simulated here and the profit per year agreed with past record data; 
however, the actual numbers were not made available. 
The two runs previously mentioned were obtained with the system 
dynamics portion of the model. To demonstrate the use of the simul ation 
in its hybrid mode a program was developed to coordinate the functions 
of the analog and digital computers. The flow diagram of Figure 10 
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Fig. 9-Run 2. System Dynamics 
with I ncreased Manpower Production Capacity 
RESTORE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
SET DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS 
WAIT FOR START OF RUN 
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CONVERT ANALOG TO DIGITAL VALUES 
YES 
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NO YES 
Fig. 10--Generalized Flow Diagram of 




shows the structure of this program. For specifics on each of the 
programs refer to Appendix A. 
Two cases were co~sidered with the simulation in its hybrid 
27 
mode. Both involved personnel hiring policies but other disturbances 
were added to the system. These were: lost time due to computer 
breakdowns, changes in big jobs and small jobs orders, fixed cost~ 
production capacity at the three different employment levels and outcome 
of marketing and research efforts. The parameters of interest for these 
specific applications were the quits and hires at levels 1 and 2. In 
case I, the interquitting distribution for levels 1 and 2 determined 
the frequency of quits for these levels. The policy adopted was to hire 
a man at the level where the quit occurred. The outputs of this run are 
shown in Figure 11. The accumulated profit after 200 weeks was found 
to be $4,638,061. For this span of time there were 3 quits at level 1 
and 1 quit at level 2. In this case no attempt was made to find the 
best hiring policy or to change the quitting distributions. However, 
with this application we demonstrate the ·ability of the simulation to 
incorporate disturbances and implement decisions. 
For case II, the user was allowed to make on-line changes to a 
selected set of parameters: (1) the means and standard deviations of 
the quitting distribution, (2) the parameters of the hiring policies, 
(3) the length of the run. Furthermore, in case II the quit pattern 
reflects the dissatisfaction of the employees. The probability of quit 
is a function of how long the person has been in the system. The 
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a random number out of a Gaussian distribution with mean and standard 
deviation provided by the user. This number was compared with the time 
of employment; if the random number was less than the time of employment 
the person was removed from the system, if it was greater, the employee 
would stay until the next time frame when a new random number was 
compared with the updated time of employment. The management policy 
employed for ' this application involved a gain and a lead. The gain 
refers to the number· of persons to be hired at a given level when a 
hiring action is to take place. The lead refers to the number of quits 
to wait before a new hiring action. The simulation was employed to 
find the best hiring policy for a given set of quitting distributions. 
The management objective was to maintain a constant work force and to 
maximize profits. The results of this case are shown in Figure 12. 
For a mean quit of 150 weeks and standard deviation of 25 weeks for 
level 1, and mean quit of 190 weeks and standard deviation of 20 weeks 
for level 2, the best policy is on~ that hires 3 and waits 3 more quits 
before hiring again. For this policy the accumulated profit after 200 
weeks was found to be $4,616,088. Similar runs employi~ policies 
with parameters gain 1 lead 1, gain 2 lead 2, and gain 4 lead 4 showed 
profits of $4,363,403, $4,487,915 and $4,580,688 respectively. 
For the two cases considered here, the analog computer was able 
to run ten times faster than it was programmed for, thus one week 
corresponded to one tenth of a second. In terms of real time the 
simulation was running 6,048,000 times faster than real time. The set-
up time of the analog portion was reduced to about 10 minutes with the 
help of an HOI (hytran operation interpreter) program designed to 
calculate and set all the potentiometers as well as to perform a 
complete wire test on the analog board. A listing of this program is 
· provided in Appendix A. 
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This appendix includes the detailed information having to do 
with the programming of the model. The system dynamics portion is 
shown in analog diagram form in Figures 13 and 14. A listing of the HOI 
program used to set up the analog console is also included. 
The following list of digital programs is provided to 
facilitate reference. 
PROGRAM NAME PAGE 
HOI PROGRAM . . . . . . • • 39 
DIGITAL CONTROL PROGRAM • • • • • • 48 
ADCONV • . • . • . • . • • • • • • 53 
CONSEQ (CASE I) • • • • • • 54 
CONSEQ (CASE II). . • . • • • • 55 
DACONV • • • • • • • • • • 58 
END • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 59 
GAUSS • • . • . • • • • • • • • 60 
IC . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 61 
MANAGE (CASE I) . . . • . . • • • • 64 
MANAGE (CASE II). • • • •• 65 
RANDOM (CASE I) . • . • • • . . • • 6 7 
RANDOM (CASE II). . • • • • • • 69 
START • • • • • • • • • • • • • 71 
SYNC! • . • • • • . • • . • . • 72 
SYNC2 • . • • • • • • . • . • • 73 
UNIFO • • . • • • • . • • • • • 74 
Tables 2 and 3 also included in this appendix list the variables 











































































































































. -Definition of Variables 
DEFINITION 






Chargeable Computer Demand 
Company Contracts (Big) 
Company Proposal (Big) 
Company Proposal (Small) 
Computer Production Capacity 
Chargeable Production 
Effectiveness Man-Power Level 1 
Effectiveness Man-Power Level 2 
Effectiveness Man-Power Level 3 
Man-Power Level 1 
Man~Power Level 2 
Man-Power Level 3 













































Definition of Parameters 
DEFINITION 
Big Jobs Company Contract Orders 
Big Jobs Company Proposal Orders 
Backlog Dead Band for Big 
Company Contracts 
Backlog Dead Band for Outside 
Contracts 
Backlog Dead Band for Small 
Company Contracts 
Backlog Gain for Big Company 
Contracts 
Backlog Gain for Outside Contracts 
Backlog Gain for Small Company 
Contracts 
Base Salary Level 1 
Base Salary Level 2 
Base Salary Level 3 
Cost Per Computer Hour 
Equipment Production Capacity 
Equipment Units 
Fixed Cost 
Hire At Level 1 













































Hire At Level 3 
Lay-Off Ac Level 1 
Lay-Off At Level 2 
Lay-Off At Level 3 
Lost Time Due to Breakdowns 
Lost Time Due to Maintenance 
Orders from Level 2 Effort 
Orders from Level 3 Effort 
Projected Production Capacity 
Production Capacity for Level 1 
froduction Capacity for Level 2 
Production Capacity for Level 3 
Portion of Level 2 Assigned to 
Small Company Contracts 
Portion of Level 3 Assigned to 
Outside Contracts 
Promote From Level 1 to 2 
Promote From Level 2 to 3 
Quit at Level 1 
Quit at Level 2 
Range Salary Level 1 
Range Salary Level 2 
Range Salary Level 3 


























PARAMETER DEFINITION UNITS 
SCBJ Scale of Big Jobs CMP-HRS/WK 
SCBL Scale of Backlog WKS 
SCCD Scale of Computer Demand CMP-HRS/WK 
SCDE Scale of Demand Error CMP-HRS/WK 
SCEQ Scale of Equipment CMP 
SCMPL Scale of Man-Power Level MAN 
SCPW Scale of Profit Per Week $/WK. 
SCSJ Scale of Small Jobs CMP-HRS/WK 
SJCPO Small Jobs Company Proposal Orders CMP- HRS/WK 
vc Variable Cost $/WK. 
c· DYNAMIC MODELING WITH niSCRETE MANAGEMENT DECISION 
C AY 
C· VICTOR J, SORONOO 
C FOR 
C· RESFAQCH REPORT 
C . fTU, ORLANUO 
c 1974, 
c 
C ANALOG SETUP PROGRAM 












3,1~10) A CONNECT MDAC 
3,1?11) A MDAC 
3,1?12) A 
CARLF.S TO D"'A C H A NN E L S A S r 0 l .. L 0 W S A I 
3,1213) A 
3,1214) A 
3.1~15) A CONNECT MPLX 
3,1?16) A MPLX 
3.1~17) A 
3,1~18) A 




3,16) J ~ SEC,MOOE; 
3,17) QUITJ 
4,~ 0 10) BJCCO = 345, 
4.~~20) BJCPO = 40, 
4,0 VJ 3!2J) BLOBBCC= 8' 
4.0 ~ 40) BLDAQC = 4' 
4.0 ~ 50) B~DBSCC= 6' 
4.0 ~ 50) Bl.GFBCC= 0,5 
4,00170) B~GFQC = 2' 
4,2 080) BLGFSCC= 1. 
4.~~~21) BSL1 - 2eJ0, -
4.01L'el) BSL2 = 212, 4,0120) BSL3 - 26~, 
-
SET "' TO D•A SE T 1 CCHANNElrS 0 .. 7) 
1 2 8 .. 15 
2 3 16 · 23 
3 4 24 - 31 
CARLES TO A-wD C HANN~LS AS rOLLOWS hi 
SET ? TO A.,O SE T 1 (CHANNELS ~ - 7) 
3 2 8p15 
4 3 16 - 23 









4e:a13QJ) cPcH - A5, 40 -
4.0140) EPC - 112, 
4.~15el) EU - 9, 
4.01.6~) f"C - 1414, 
-
4.0170) HlREl - 14, 
-
4.~18~) HIRE2 = 13 
4.~190) HIRE3 - 6 
-
4.~2~0) LAY0F1 = 0 
4.0~10) LAY0F2 = 1 
4.~220) LAY0f"3 = 1 
4,0?30) LTOTaD = 20*EU 
4.0~40) LTDTM = 13~ElJ 
4,21?42) L210U = v-,,9999 
4,0?43) L210L = 0.~a(JI0 
4,0?.44) L220U = 0,9999 
4,0?45). L22~L - 0,Q.t0CJJ0 
4,0250) QrL2E = 7,6 
4,Z260) OF'L3E - 6,5 
4,0?70) PPC = 65, 
4.~280) PCL1 = 18, 
4,029!?1) PCL2 - 32', 
4,03~0} PCL3 = 20, 
4,0310) PL2ACC = !2J,3 
4,0320) PL3AOC = 0,7 
4,0330) pRQM12 - 4 
4,~340). pRor"123 = 3 
4,1'350). QUITl = 1 
4,0360) QUIT2 = 0 
4.a~7~> RSL1 :: Q3, 
4,038~) RSL2 = 165, 
4,2'390) RSL3 :: 200, 
4,~4"0) SCAP = 5eH~0~00, 
4.~41a> SCBJ = 2000, 
4.2'420) SCBL = 25, 
4,0430) scco = 2500, 
4,0450) SCEQ = 25, 
4,0450) SCMPL = 25, 
4,0470) SCPW = 50000, 
4,a4SY'l> SCSJ ~ 1000, 
4,~490) sJcPo = 6 ' 4,05~0). vc = 5000, 
6,50210) CV'100 - 1/3 
6,591~1) C001 = 1/4 
6,5fJil12) C002 = 29/SCSJ 
6,5(}1~3) CC'I03 = 6,36/SCSJ 
6,511110) Cell~ ~ 1/5 
6.5l"11) C011 = 1/3 
6,5012) C~12 = 0.0 
6,59.113) C013 ~ 40/SCAJ 
6.5~20) C020 = 1/3 
6,5()121) cVJ21 1/16 41 = 6,5022) C(/122 - leJ/SCBJ -
6.5~23) CV123 :: 0.0 
6,5030) C03~ = 1/8 
6,5{')131) CV'131 : 1/8 
6,5""32) C032 = 345/SCAJ 
6,5V~33) C033 - 1~/SCRJ 
-
6,50140) C~4Q! = S C P WI S C-Ap-· 
6,5041). C~41 = RSL1~sr,MPL/SCP\.J 
6,5042) C~42 = RSL2*SCMPL/SCPW 
6.5~43) C043 - RSL3*SCMPL/SCPW -
6.5130) cteH~ = 1/3 
6,51~1) C101 = 1,1/4 
6,5110) C11V'J - 1/5 
-
6,51.12) C112 = ALDBSCC/SC~J 
6,5t20) C120 = 1/3 
6.5t21) C121 = BLGtBCC/16 
6,5122) C122 = BLOBBCC/SCRJ 
6,51.311 C131 - 1/8 -
6.5t40) C14C'1 = 0.0 
6,51.41) C141 = RSL1 .. SCMPL/S~PW 
6,51.42) C142 = BSL2*S~MPL/SCPW 
6,5143). C143 = A Sl. 3 .. SCt~PL /SCPW 
6.5~L)0). C20~ = 1/10 
6,5?~1) C201 = 1/4 
6,5?;,2) C202 = 0,0 
6.5?.(J;3) C203 = 6/SCSJ 
6,5~10). C210 - 1/9 
-
6.5?11") C211 - 1/9 -
6,5212) C212 - 36/SCSJ 
6,5213) C213 = 10/SCSJ 
6,5?.20) C220 = 0.0 
6,5?.21) C221 = 0,00?10 
6,5?23) C223 = SCBJ/SCCD 
6.5~30) C230 = 1/2 
6.5?.31) C231. = CpCH*SCC0/CSrPW*1~) 
6 t 5? 3 2') C232 = 77/scr.o 
6.5~~~) C30eJ = BLGFOC/10 
6.5~~1) C301 = 1/4 
6.5~~2), C302 = BLDBOC/SCSJ 
6,;31~) C310 = 0,9999 
6,5~11) C311 = 1/9 
6,53201) C32t1 = ScCD/CSCEQ•S~BL•PPC) 
6,5323) C323 = SCSJ/SCCO 
6,5330) C33~ = 0,15/2 
6,5331) C331 ::% SCEQ*EPC/(SCr,D*l~) 
6.5~52) C352 = L210U 
6,5353) C353 = L210L 
6.54~0) C400 - :1/16 
6,54~1) C401 = 1/16 
6.54~2) C402 = 11,5/(SCMPL~2) 
6,54~31 C403 : 11,5/fSCMPL•2) 42 
6,5410) C410 = ~.9999 
6,5411) C411 :: 1/4 
6,5412) C412 = eJ,7'5•1/SCMPL 
6. 5 413 J. C413 - C)J,0eiVJ0 .. 
6,5420) C42~ - eJ,90C'f0 
-
6,5421) C421 = SCf3J/SCCD 
6,5422) C422 = SCSJ/SCCfl 
6,5450) C450 = L220U 
6,54:;1) C451 - L220l -
6,55210) C500 - 1/16 
6,55a1> C501 = 1/16 
6,55213) C503 = ~,90?!0 
6,51510) C510 = ~.9999 
6,5511). C511 = 1/4 
6,5520) C520 = ScSJ/SCCD 
6,5522) C522 = ScSJ/.SCCD 
6,56"0) c 6~.H~ = 1/16 
6,56ij1). C601 = 1/12 
6,56~2) C602 = 3,/SCMPL 
6,56~3) C603 = 1ei•0,4/CSCMPL•2) 
6,5610) C610 = 1/7 
6,5611) C611 = 1/15 
6,5612) C612 = 0,50C'J0 
6,5613) C613 = 11/ ( s c ,., p L. * 2 ) 
6,5620) C620 = 1/2 
6,5621) C621 = 1/6 6,5622) C622 = 6,*0.t.t/SCMPL 
6,5623) C623 = 0,8/SCMPL 
6,572J0) C700 = 1/t6 
6,57t11) C701 = 0,4/12 
6,571~) C71"' = 1/7 
6,5711) C711 = 1/15 
6,5713) C713 = 11/(SCMPL*2l 
6,5720) C720 = ~.212 
6,5721> C721 = 1/6 
6,5722) C722 = ~.90 0 0 
6,5723) C723 :: 0,025 
6,5R~0) CA0 0 - 1/16 -
6,5A~1) C801 = 1/16 
6,5RJ2) C802 = 10,*1.4/(SCMPL•4> 
6,5A.~3) C803 = 1 0 ,*1,4/(~C M PL•4> 
6,5810) C810 = 1/2 
6,5R11) C811 - 1/5 
6,5A12) C812 - 0,000 -
6,5R13) C813 = 0,8/SCMPL 
6,5Fl2~) C820 = 1/16 
6.5A21) C821 = 1/20 
6,5~22) C822 = 2,0/SCMPL 
6,5823) CB23 = 5,3*0,8/SCMPL 














































































































7,70~0)~ END OF POT SET, IF RESETTING IS DESIHEO TYPF. 7; AI 
8.~~~1) A~~1 - rC~03 
8,0~~2) A~02 = -(OVM(JA001)+0VMCJA000)+nVMCJA01~)) 
8.~~~3) A003 = ~(OVM<JA203)+DVMCJA2 ~ 1)+0VM(JA~02)) 
8.~~~4) A004 = ~cDVM(JA~11) ) 
8,~~~9) A00~ = ·C002 
8.~~10> A~10 = •c~12 
8,0~11) A~11 = +C013 
8,0~12) A~12 = -cDVM(JA214)-C112) 
8.0~13) A013 = ~(DVM(JT~13)+0VMCJA004)) 
43 
e.~t?t2tif) AP120 = +CC'122 
44 
a.~~21) AC'I21 = ,.CliJ23 
a,3eJ22> A022 = w(OVM(JA214>"C122) 
a.~""24> A~24 = ""(DVM(JAQ121)) 
a.~~3QJ) Ali130 - •c032 
e,ZVI31) A031 = ,.CP.133 · 
8.2'~32) A"'32 = ~cDVM(JT~14)+0VMCJA124)) e.~(IJ33> A033 :: •(0VM(JA~11)+0VMCJA~24)+0VM(JA030)) 
e.~r?t4~> A~40 = +C14et 
a.0m41) A~41 =. •(DVM(JA402)*CCiJ41) 
e.~(il42> A042 = ~cDVMCJT~1Q)•0VMCJA223)•C231~10+nVM(JA~43)•0VM(J~ 
A05~)+0VMCJA053)) 
8,00143) AeJ43 = -(DVMCJA403)*C141+DVM(JA~41)) 
8,01i150) A~50 = -(0VM(JA802l~C~4~) 
a,eJOJ51> A051 = "(0VM(JA612>*C043) 
8,0(7152) A052 = ~cOVM(JAR03>~C142+DV~CJA 0 ~0)) 
a.e~r~s3> A~53 = -<DVM(JA613)*C143+0VM(JA 051)) 
8.~124) A124 = · ~(DVM(JA0391)) 
8,2J?a0> A200 = •c202 
s.l'~;,l) A201 = ... C203 
8,022J3) A203 = -<OVM(JA200)+0VM<JA210)) 
8,2J?~4) A204 = ... (DVM(JA210)) 
8,0?10). A210 = ~c212 
8.~?11) A211 = -c213 
8.~212) A212 = -(DVM(JT~1~)+0VMCJA2 0 4)) 
8.0213) A213 = ~cDVM(JA20~)+0VMCJA210>+0VMCJA211)) 
8.~214) A214 = +(0VM(JA220>*C320/DVM(JT 020)) 
a. 02 2 ~ >. A220 = +C220 
8,0?21) A221 = +c221 
8.~?22) A222 = ~cDVMCJA?24)) 
8,3?23) A223 = ~cDVM(JA22?>> 
s,a?24> A224 = .. (DVM(JA232)) 
8,0~30) A230 = +c232 
8.ll?31> A231 = -cOVM(JA314)~C331*1~+0VMCJT015)•0VMCJA23~)) 
8.0232) A232 - -(DVM(JA422>> 
-
8.0~33) A233 = "(0VM(JA~03>*C323+0VM(JA ~ 33>•C223) 
8.0314) A314 = -cDVM(JTV120)) 
8.~324) A324 = •(0VM(JA231.)) 
8,0334) A334 = --<DVM(JA233)) 
8,2)4~0) A400 = -.c402 
8,04£)1) A401 = C403 
8,0432) A4eJ2 = ~cOVMCJA401>~2+0VMCJA510)+DVM(JA511 )+0VMCJA6 ~ 0)) 
8,04t53) A403 = •iDVM(JA404)*2+DVHCJT003)+0VM(JA430)+0VMCJA431)) 
8,~4,4) A404 = ec-QVMCJT000) 
8,041CIJ) A410 = C412 
8,0411) A411 = C413 
8,(3412) A412 = -(DVM(JA433)~C52~+DVMCJA421>*C421) 
8,~413) A413 = ~(DVM(JA412)+0VMCJA222)) 
8.~420) A42~ - ... 0,9999 ... 
8 I~ 4 2 j•) A421 - ~CDVM(JA011)+0VMCJA020)+DVMCJA024)~0VM(JA031)•nV~ 
-
M(JA030)) 




8.0423) A423 = •(DVM(JA412)+0VMCJA220)) 
8,0424) A424 ... ~(OVM(JA423)) -
8,043~) A430 = -DVMCJTk1Ci'Jl) 
8,0431) A431 = ""DVMCJT0~2) 8,043~) A432 = -(DVMCJA~33)+0VMCJA221)) 
8.~433) A433 = ~(DVM(J~~13)+0VMCJA201)+0VM(JA0~2)) 
8,052)4) A504 = -(DVMCJA402)) 8,0510) A510 = •OVMCJA410) 
e,0c;11> A511 = .. DVMCJA4t1) 
8.~520) A52V'J = ~oVMCJA6~1) 
6,0522) A522 = ~cDVM(JT012>> 
8,0524") A524 = ... (DVM(JA?22>> 
8,06~0) A600 = ..-c602 
a,2J6£'1> A6eJ1 = C603 
8.0~iJ2) A602 = ~cDVM(JA601)+0VMCJA8~1)*2) 
8,06~3) A603 :: "(0VM(JA604)+0VMCJA611))*2 
a,e~6o .4> A604 = ""DVM(JA61ft1) 
8.0610) A610 - ~c613 
-
8.~611) A611 = "!"C713 e.~612> A612 = ~cDVMCJA52~)+0VMCJA714)+0VMCJA813)~0VMCJA6~3)•C6~ 
12) 
8,0613) A613 = ~cDVM(JRA11)+0VMCJR810)+0VMCJA632)) 
8.~614) A614 = ... OVM(JA612) 
8,0620) A620 = ~c622 
8.0~21) A621 = C623 
8,2l'24) A624 = +c723 
8,063~) A630 = f!'DVMCJT005) 
8,0A31) A631 = •DVMCJT006l 
8.0632) A632 = -DVMCJT009) 
8.07~4) A704 = ..-oVM(JA60'1J) 
8,3714) A714 = -OVMCJA820) 
6,2A~0) A800 = C802 
8,0A~1) A801 = -C803 
8,0A~2) A802 = ~cDVM(JA~0~)+0VMCJA6 02 )*2+DVM(JA704>•DVMCJR801>•~ 
DVM(JR802>•0VM(JAR20)) 
B.~A21~> A803 = •(DVM(JT004)*2+DVMCJT~~7)+DVM(JR800)+0VMCJA630)+~ 
OVMCJA631)) 
8,0819J) A8!0 = CSj.2 
8,2JA11) A811 = C813 
6,0A13) A813 ... -(DVM(JA62~>•DVMCJA821)) 
8,el~20) A820 = -cs22 
8,0A21) A821 - -cP.23 
8,0A30) AA3~ = C832 
8.0~31). A831 = "'"C833 
8,1011'0, 0000 = •(DVMCJA~~~>*C~0~+DVMCJT 012 l•C10~)/1 0 
8,1~"1) 02101 = ~(DVM(JA001)~C001+DVM(JA2~1)*C1~1)/1 ~ 
8,1()110) 0,10 = -(OVM(JA01~>*C01~+0VM(JA ~12 >•C11 0 )/1 ~ 
8.1"'11) 0011 = ~(0VM(JA011)~C~11)/1~ 8,10120) 0020 = ~cOVHCJA020)*C ~ 2~+0V~CJA 013 >•C120)/10 
,. 
8.1021) 0 2121 •(OVM(JA~21)*C~21•0VM(JA022)*C121)/10 46 -a.1""3~) Qel30 - ~(OVM(JA~3~)•C~30)/10 
8,19.131) 0031 : •(0VMCJA~31l*C~31+DVM(JA~32))/10 
e.1~4~> 0~4"' - ~cDVM(JA04~>*C~4~)/10 
8.12~~) 0200 - ~cOVM(JA20~1*C20~+DVM(JA2~2)*C30~)/1~ 
8.1~~1) 02~1 - •(DVM(JA201)*C~01+DV~CJT011>•C3~1)/1~ 
8.1210) 021~ - •(0VM(JA21?>~C~1~)/10 
8.1211) 0211 = -(DVM(JA~11l•C'11+DVM(JA212>•C311)/1~ 
8.1?.2~) 0220 = •(DVM(JA413))/10 
8.1221) 0221 = ~(DVM(JA334)+0VMCJA223))/1~ 
e.t230) 0230 = ~(DVMCJA23~)*C23~+0VM(JA222)•C330)/1~ 
a,14~~> 040~ - ~cDVMCJT"'0~)*C500+0VM(JA4~~)*C4~0)/1~ 
-
8,14iJ1) 0401 - "(DVM(JA40~>•C5~1+DVM(JA4~1>~C4~1)/1~ 
8,1410) 0410 = "(DVM(JT~01l*C?10+DVM(JA410)•C410)/1~ 
8,1411) 0411 - P(DVM(JT002)*C511+DVM(JA411)*C411)/1~ 
8,142el) 0420 - .. 1,/10 -
6,16~0) 060fil - ~cOVMCJT~03)*C700+0VM(JA600)*C6~0)/1~ 
8,16~1) 0601 - ~cDVM(JT004)*C701+DVM(JA~01)*C6~1)/1~ -
8,1610) 0610 - ~<DVM(JT~0~)•C71~+DVM(JA610>*C610)/1~ -
8,1611) 0611 = -(DVM(JT00~)*C711+0VM(JA611)*C611l/10 
8,1620) 0620 = ~cOVM(JT~08)~C720+DVM(JA620)*C62~)/10 
8,11;21) 0621 = -cDVM<JT~~9)*C721•DVM(JA621l*C621)/10 
8,1A~0) 0800 - -(DV~CJT~04)*C90~+0VMCJA800)*CA~~)/1~ 
s,1R211> 0801 - ~(DVM(JAR0~)*CQ01+0VM(JA~01)*C8~1)/1~ -
a.1A10> 0810 = ~cDVMCJT~05l*C91~•0VM(JA~l~l*C81~)/1~ 
8,1A11.) OA11 = ~(DVM(JT0~6)*C911+0VM(JAA11)•CA11)/10 
8,1820) D82eJ - ~(DVM(JT~07)•C920+DVM(JA~~0)*C82~)/1?. -
8,1A21) 0821 = ~cDVM(JAA3~>~C921+nVM(JA821>~C821)/1~ 
8.1830) 0830 = -(DVM(JA831>•CQ30+0VM(JA830)*C8j0)/1~ 
8,1A31) OA31 = •(DVM(JT~0A>~CQ31+DVM(JA8J1)*C831)/1~ 
8.3~~0) T~00 = •oA~~ 
8.3fJI~1) T~01 = •OA01 
8,30~2) T~02 - -OA02 
8,302J3) T9J03 = +OA03 
8,3?t2J4) T~VJ4 = -OA04 
8,302J5) T005 = ... OA~5 
8,391{J6) T006 - -OA06 
8,3C11(l7) T007 - +QA~7 
-
8,3PI~8) Tf'08 - +oAeJB 
-
8.30~9) T009 = ,..OA09 
8,3010) T~10 - •OA10*DVM(JAn12) -
8,3(1111) T011 - -QA11 
8,3ri'12) T012 - +oA12*0VM(JR~03) 
8,3(;113) T~13 = •OA13 
8,3?114) T~14 - •oA14 -
8,3rJ15) T!i115 = +QA15 
8,3Qlt6) T016 = ..,OA16*nV~(JA402) 
8.3~17) T017 = +QA17*nVMCJAP.I/J2) 
8.3ot18) T~18 - +QA18*nVM(JA~12) 
-
8.3~19) T019 = "'0A19 
8,3020) T~20 - •OA20 
-
47 
e,5r"~eJ> AD0~ - DVM(JA403) 
a.5~2J1) A0~1 - OVMCJAA03) 
-
8.5~32) AD~2 - DVMCJA613) 
8,5033) Afl03 = DVfvi(JA402) 
a.s~J4> A0~4 = rlVM(JA802) 
e,5r,~r;, AD05 - DVM(JA"12) 
8,501~6) AD06 = DVM(JA412) 
8,50~7) AD07 - n v ~1 c J A ? 3 ·?,-> -
e,50~8> AD08 - DVM(JA~03) 
8.5~~9) A009 - 0VM(JAQJ03) -
8.501~) AD lei - DVM(JAtiJ33) -
e,St'l11> AD11 = DVM(JA"'11) 
a,5ti112> AD12 = DVM(JAOI3Q.I) 
8,5(,113) AD13 - 0VM(JA~0?) 
e,5VI14> AD14 - DVMCJAV142) -
a,5(.'115J AD15 - OVM(JA221) -
8.5016) AD16 = DVMCJA422) 
8,59!17) A017 - f1VM(JA231) 
-
8,59'18) AD18 - 0VM(JA22C'I) 
-
8.5~19) AD19 = DVM(JA222) 
a,5C'I20> AD20 = OVM(JA?.23) 
e,5!i121> AD21 - DVM(JAQt40) 
a,9fi1~0> SL00 - 0 
-
8,90~1) SL01 - '37777777777 
8,99J2J2) 5~02 -
" 8,9C'f~3) SL03 - @ -
8.9~~4) SL04 - '37777777777 
8,9~l'0). R800 - 'P'DVM(JT003) 
-
8,9A2J1) R801 = •OVM(JA81~l 
8,9R"2) R802 - -OVM(JA8t1> -
8,9R{}3) R803 = ,..OVMCJA802) 
8,9R10) R810 = •OVMCJT007> 

























































DYNAMIC MODELING WIT~ ~ISCRETE MANAGEMENT DECISION 
BY 
SUBROUTINES 
' --~-- ... -- .. --
AOCONV 
' . . . 

















•CASE II ONLY 
4 • 









RESU~TING FROM SYSTEM 
DYNAMICS, 
CONVERT VARIARLES 
tROM OIGITAL TO 
ANAl.OG, 
.. -...... ~ -~ ~ ~ .... -....... --~ -.. -..... -...... -- ...... --.- _,- ..... --- ....... --- _. ---- .. -- -.... -.. 
CONSOLE 
' . . ' . . 
I TEST roR FNO Of RUN 
INDICATOR, 
~~~~~--~~-~~~--~--~~--~-~~-~-~-~~----~~~--~-~-----~---~----~--~ 
















































































SET CONDITIONS FOR 












PRODUCE RANDOM VARIA• 
TIONS UPON SELECTED 
VARIAAL,ES 1 
. . . 
~-~-~--~~-~--~~-----------~~-~~~~----~~-----·--~------~---~----
CONSOLE START A RUN, 
' ' ~.~~~---·~-~--~-~-~-·~--~~---~~-~---~-~--~~-~----~~----~--~---~ 
SYNC1 CONSOLE 
. . . . 
I SYNCHRO~I7E BfGJNNING 
OF" TIME F"RAME 1 
"-~-~---~~~-~~---~-------------~----------~~"-~-~-~-~--~~-~~--~ 
SyNc2 
• . t 
CONSOLE SYNCHRO NIZE B~GINNING 















































SELECT ANALOG cnNSOLE 
WRITE<4,1~0) 
















READ(4,11ei> L EAO~ 
WRITE(4,108> 
READ(4,115)NOISP 
104 f0RHAT(3X,7HGAIN1 :) 
1~5 r0RMAT(3X,7HLEAn1 :) 
10~ FORMAT(3X,7HGAIN2 :) 
107 F0RMAT(3X,7HLEA02 :) 
10A ~0RMAT(3X,7HNDISP ·:) 
11~ r0RMAT(t1~,5) 
111 . F"0RMAT(3X,aHMOUTT1 => 
112 rnRMAT(3X,aHSQUYT1 :) 
113 F0RMAT(3X,aHMOUIT?~) 
114 r0RMAT(3X,aHSQUYT2 :) 
115 F0RMAT<I4) 
001 N = 0 
c ******** 


















WAIT FOR BEGINNING OF RUN COMMAND 
******** 
******** 
WAIT FOR SyNCHRONIZATION rROM ANALOG 
CALL SyNC1(1) 




C RT~ FOR VIOLATION or TIME rRAME REQUIREMENT *••COMMENT••• 
c ******** 
0J03 J = 1 
GO To 1000 
c ******** 
C RT~ FOR NORMAL PROGRAM CO ~ TINUAT!ON, SAMPLE ***COMMENT•*~ 
c ******** 
0~4 N = N+1 
CALL AQCONV 
Jr(N~NoiSP)991,992,Q9~ 
991 O!SP = 0, 
Gn To 993 
992 QISP = APRQPT 
993 CONTINUE 
c ******** 














******** RANDOM ErtECTS PROGRAM 
******** 
******** 
WAIT tOR SYNCHRONIZATION FROM ANALOG 
CALL SYNC2Cl> 






C RTR tOR VIOLATION or TIME fRAME •••COMMENT•** 
c· ******** 
~05 J = 2 
GO To 1000 
c ******** 




















GO To 1 
******** 










GO TQ 2 
CONTINUE 
WRITEC4,1el2)J 
R E A D C 4 , 1 eJ 3 ) C 0 r~ T 
******** 
IrCCQMT,EO,MYES> GO TO 1 
r0RMATC1H1,5X,2?.HENTE R CONSOLE NO, Cl1)) 
rnRMAT(Il) 
rnRMATC5X, 24HVIOLATIO N OF TIME tRAME ,l1,12H, RE-START?) 
F0RMAT(A4) 
F0RMAT<1H1,10X,t5HFOR: MQUIT1 = ,F?,1,5X,9HM~UIT2: ,F5,,,/ 
C 16X, 9HSQUIT1 = ,F5,1,5X,9HSnUIT2 : ,F5,1,/ 
C 16X, 9HGAIN1 = ,F5,1,5X,9HG AIN2 : ,F5,1,1 
C 16X, 9HLEA01 = ,f5,1,5X,9H LF.A02 = ,F?,1,/// 
C 10X,17HTHE PRO~IT AFTER ,14,14H WE~KS IS I $ ,F12,1) 
END 
C SUBROUTINE ADCONV 
c 










































SUBROUTIN~ CONSEQ (CASE I) 
DESIGNED TO DO NOTHING (CASE1) 
· SUBROUTINE CONSFQ 
REA~ LAYOr1,LAYnF2,LAYOt3,LTDTM,LTDTRD 
C0MMON/SAMFUN/MPLf;~pL2,MPL3,EMPL1,EMPL2•EMPL3,ACO, 






REAL MHIRE1,M~IRE2,MHIRE3,MPR012,MPR0 ~3,MQUJT1 , 




CM0UIT2,MLVOF1,MLYOF2, ~'LY Or3,MPL3AC,MOtL3E,MSJr,p o ,MP L2AC, 
CM0rL2E,MBJCPO,MRJCCO, MLTDT8 ,MPCL1,MPCL2,MPCL3,M~C,MVC, 
CMEU,MLTDTM 
cOMMON/STDoVS/SHIRE1,~HIRE2,SHIRE3,SPR012,sPRn23,SQUIT1, 







C SUBROUTJNF CONSEQ (CASE JJ) 
c· 
C DESIGNED TO PROOUCF. OUtT~ IN LEVELS 1 AND 2 AS A STOCHASTIC 









CLAY0F2,LAVQF3,PL3AOC,nFL3E,SJCPO,PL2ACC,OFL?.E,BJCPO,~ J CCO, 
CLTDTBO,PCL1,PCL?,PCL3,fC,VC,EU,N,LAYOr1,LTDTM 
REAL MHIRE1,M~IRE2,MHtRE3,MPR012, M PR023,MQUIT1 1 
CM0UIT2,MLVOF1,MLYOF2,MLVOF3,MPL3AC,MOFL3E,MSJ CPO,MP L2AC, 
CM0FL2E,MBJCPO,M~JCCO, M LTDTB,MPC~1,MPCL2,MPCL3,MrC,MVC, 
CMEU,MLTDTM 
C0MMQN/MEANS/MHtRE1,M~IRE2,MHIRE3,MPR012•MPR0?3,MQUIT1, 
CMQUIT2,MLVOr1,MLYOF2, ~ LVOF3,MPL3AC,MnFL3E,M~JCPn,MP L 2AC, 
CM0FL2E,M8JCPO,MRJCCO, MLTOT8,MPCL1•MPCL2,MPCL3,MFC,MVC, 
CMEU,MLTDTM 
C0MMQN/STDOVS/SHIRE1,~HTRE2,SHIRE3,SPR012,SPR 0 23,SQ U IT1, 
CSQUIT2,SLY0~1•SLYOF~,SLYOr3,SPL3AC,SOFL3t,SSJC PO,SPL2 A C, 







C CASE ll PROGRAM 
c **~***** 
DIMENSION NPEP1<2?) , NPEP2(25) 
JP(N,EQ,l) GO Tn 1 
00 2 I = N1PAST,N1PRES , 1 
Ir(NpEp1(t),LT, 0 ) GO TO 2 
NPEP!(l) = NPF.P1(I) + 1 
CALL GAUSS(MQUIT1,6,,PAR3,SDUIT1,PARAM,IX,JXM> 
JPARAM = PARAM 
trciPARAM,GT,NPEP1(1)) GO TO 2 
NPEP1CI) = -1 
QUJT1 = QUJT1 + 1, 
?. CONTINUE 
00 3 I = N2PAST,N2PRE~ , 1 
tr(NPEP2(1),LT,~) GO TO 3 
NPEP2CI) = NPEP?(J) + 1 
CALL GAUSS(MQUIT2,6,,PAR3,SOU2T1,PARAM,JX,IXM> 
JPARAM = PARAM 
I~<lPARAM,GT 1 NPEP2(t))Gn TO 3 
NPEP2CJ) = •1 QUJT2 = CUIT2 + 1, 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 























































N1PAST c 1 
N1PRES = 1'2' 
N2PAST = 1 
N2PRES: 13 
RETURN 





C SUBROUTINE OACONV 











DIMENSION QA(32> . 
DA(~1) - HIRE1/(2 1 *Sr.MPL) 
OAC02> - QUIT1/SCMPL 
-0A(&'l3) - LAYOF1./SCMPL 
OAC04> : pROMl~/SCMPL 
0A(el5) - HIRE2/(2,*SCMPL) 
-
QA(t'J6) - QUIT2/SCMPL 
QA(07) - LAYOF2/SCMPL 
DA<"'B) - PROM23/SCMPL .. 
OA("'9> - HIRE3/Sr.MPL 
QA(1ei) - LAY OF 3/ SC MPI .. 
-QA(11) - PL3AOC*OFL3~*~CMPL/SCSJ 
-OAC12) - SJCPO/SCSJ 
QA(13) = PL2ACC*OFL2~*SCMPL/SCSJ 
DA(14) = 8JCPO/SCBJ 0A(15) - BJCCO/SCBJ 
-QA(16) - CLTDTM+LTOTQO)/SCCD 
0A(17) = PCL1~SCMPL/SCCD 
OA(18) - C1,-PL2ACC>*PCL?*SCMPL/SCCD 
-
0A(19) = C1,-PL3AOC>~Pr.L3§SCMPL/SCCO 
0A(20) - ( F'C+VC) /SCP t-1 ... 
QA(21> - EU/SCFQ 
-
CALL QOAJM0(0,32,0A,J ERR,JCHAN) 
RETURN 
END 
C ~ SUBROUTINE ENO 
c 
C DESIGNED TO CHECK tOR FNn OF RUN INDICATOR 
C· IF' . INDICATOR IS TRUE ·-- PLACE ANALOG IN PS MODE 










Jr(INDICO) GO TO 1 
I = 2 
RETURN 
1 CALL QpS0(ICONSL,IERR> 




-C'. SUBROliT I NE GAUSS 
c 
C· n:SJGNED TO GENERATE NORMALLY DISTRIRUTED NUMBERS 
C ~OR EAI 840~ 
C ***** NoTE ***~*· TRUNCFT~S AT 4 SIGMA VALUE ***** 
C PAR1 wMFAN * (JNPUT) 
C. PAR~ " NOT USED 
C PAR3 • NOT USFO 
C PAR4 -~TO, DEVIATION• CJNPUT) 
C· PARAM~ RANDOM NUMBER * <OUTPUT) 
C IX • ~EED • (INPUT> 
C IXM ~ NOT USED 
c 
J 
SUBROUTINE GAUSS (PAP1,PAR2,PAR3,PAR4,PARAM,JX,JXM) 
EXTENDED Ix, IV 
IY=IX*46339 
IF"ClY)11,12,12 





1 YIY = 1,0 -YIV 
CALL. PR08VCYIY,PR08) 
CALL RANOG(PROB,Y> 
Y : wY 
GO TO 4 
2 y = 0,0 
GO To 4 
3 CALL PR0BVCVIY,PR08> 
CALL RANDG(PROB,V> 





C SURROUTINE lC 
c 

















CM0fL2E,MBJCP0,MRJCCO, ~LT DTB,MPCL1,MPCL2,MPCL3,MrC,MVC, 




C S E U , S L T D T ~1 
COMMQN/STATIS/IX,IXM 
EXTENDED IX 
I X - 12345 
JXM - 12 
-
INITIAL VALUES FOR PARA METERS 
BJCCO = 345, BJCPQ - 4et, 
EU = 9' FC :1414, 
HIRE1 = 14, 
HlRE2 = 13, 
HIRE3 = 6' LAY0Fj_: 0' 
LAY0F"2= 1 • 
LAY0F3= 1 ' LTOTBD= 20,0*EU 
LTOTM = 13,0*EU 
orL2E = 7.6 
orL3E = 6.5 
PCL1 - 25, 
PCL2 - 42, 





62 QUJT1 - 1, 
-QUIT2 - ~. 
-





c J~ITIAL VALUES r:OR MEANS or: . PARAMETERS 
c 
MBJCCO - AJCCO 
M8JCP0 = AJCPO 
MEU - Eu 
-Mrc - Fe 
MHIRE1 - 0,el 
-
M~IRE2 = 0,C?f 
MHIRE3 = 0,~ 
MI.Y0F1 - ti!,eJ 
M~Y0t2 - '-",el 
MLY0F"3 = 0,0 
MLTDT8 = LTOTRD . 
Ml.TDTM - LTDTM -
MDFL2E = 0FL2E 
MnFt:3E = 0Fl.3E 
MPCL1 - PCL1 -
MPCL2 = PCL2 
MPCL3 = PLC3 
MPL2AC = 91,0 
MPL3AC = 0,0 
MPR012 - 0,0 
-
MPR023 = 0,0 
c VAL.UES FOR CASE I 
c. MQUIT1 = 50, 
c M0UIT2 - 10~, 
c 
MSJCPO = SJCPO 
MVC = vc 
c 
c 
c I\JIT!A~ VALUES FOR STANDARD DEVIATION OF PARAMFTERS 
c 
S8JCC0 = 1"',0 
S8JCP0 = 5.0 
SEU - 0,0 
SrC = 10,~ 
SHIRE1 = 0,0 
S~~IRE2 = 0.0 SHIRE3 ~ 0,0 
SI.Y0F1 = 0.0 
SLY0F2 = 0.0 
S~Y0F3 = 0.0 
Sl..TDTB = 5,*F.U 
SLTOTM = 2•*EU 
S0rL2E - 1,0 63 
S0F"L3E = 1.5 
SPCL1 - 5,0 
SPCL2 = 4.~ 
SPCL3 - 2.0 -
SPL2AC - ~.0 -
SPL3AC = 0,QJ 
SPR012 = 0,0 SPRD23 = 0.~ 
c 
C· VALUtS FOR CASE I 
c SrJUIT1 ~ 10 
c. S0UIT2 = 20, 
c 






C- SUBROUTINE MANAGE CCASE J) 
c 
C CASE 1 ~~- - PERSONNEL POLICY 






























IFCPREVQl,LT,OUlTj) HIR~1 · = HIRE1 + 1. 
tr(PREVQ2.LT,QUIT?.> HTRF2 = HIRE2 + 1, 
?. CONTINUE 
PREVQ1 = 0UIT1 
P~EVQ2 = QUIT2 
RETURN 
1 WRITEC4,100) 
100 r0RMAT(3X,10HERROR IN N) 






C SURROUTINE MANAGE CCASE !l) 
c 
C· CASE 2 ~-- · PERSONNEL POL I CV 
C n:SIGN~D TO REPLACF MPL roR LEVELS 1 AND 2 WHEN nutTS ncCUR 
C roR THIS CASE QUITS ARF rUNCTIONS OF TIME OF EMPLOYMENT AND 
C ~ J R E T H A N 0 N E rl U t T C A N 0 r. C tJ R I ~~ 0 N E W E E K , 
C VA~IARLES GAIN1 AND G~IN2 DETERMINE HIRES PFR QUIT FOR LEVELS 
c . 1 AND 2 RESPECT I V~Ll Y 
C VA~IA8LES LEAD1 AND LEAn2 DFTERMINE NUMAER OF QUITS TO WAIT 

























C0MMQN/CASE2/N1PRES,N2PRES,GAJN1,~AIN2,LEA01, L EAD2 
REAL LEAD1,LEA02 




THIS = TOTAL1 - QlJITl 
JF"(THlS) 5,6,6 
5 HlRE1 = HIRE1 + GAIN1 
IGAIN1 = GAIN1 
N1PRES = NiPRES + lGAIN1 
T0TAL1 = TQTAL1 + LFAn1 
GO To 3 
6 cONTINUE 
THIS = TOTAL2 -QUIT2 
IF'(THIS) 7,2,2 
7 HIRE2 = HIRF2 + GAIN2 
IGAIN2 = GAIN2 
N2PRES = N2PRES • IGATN~ 
T0TAL2 = TOTAL2 • L~An2 
GO To 6 
2 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
~ T0TAL1 = QUIT1 
T0TAL2 = 0UIT2 
RETURN 
1 WRITEC4,100) 
1~0 rORMAT(3X,10HERROR IN N> 
c ******** C END Ot CASE II PROGRAM 





C SUBROUTINE RANDOM (CASE J) 
C OESJGNEO TO CREATE RANno~ VARIATIONS UPON SELECTED 
C PARA~ETERS, 























C CASE I PROGRAM 
c ******** 
C GeNERATE QUIT1 AND QUIT2 
c 
c 
PAR2 = 3, 
lt(N~1)1000,1,2 
001 NQUIT1 = 1 
NDUIT2 = 1 
00?. CONTINUE 
l~(~QUIT1-N)1000,3,5 
~03 I~(N,EQ.l) GO TO 4 
QUIT1 = QUITl + 1, 
004 CALL GAUSS(MQUIT1,PAR~,PAR3,SQUIT1,PARAM,IX,lXM) 
NQUfT1 = PARAM 
N~UIT1 = NQUITl +N 
005 CONTINUE 
Jt(~QUIT2~N)1~0~,~,R 
~06 lt(N,EQ,1) GO TO 7 
QUIT2 = QUJT2 + 1, 
~~7 CALL GAUSS(MQUIT2,PAR?,PARJ,SQUIT2,PARAM,IX,IXM) 
NQUIT2 = PARAM 
NQUIT2 : NQUIT2 + N 
~0~ CONTINUE 
c 




UPPER = MLTDTB • ~. • SLTDTB 
LOWER = MLTDTR • 2, * SLTOTB 
CALL UNir0(PAR1,LOW~R,UPPFR,PAR4,PARAM,JX,IXM) 
LTOTBD = PARAM 
UPPER = ML TDTM • - ~·, * SL TOTM 
LOWER = MLTOTM • 2, * SLTnTM 
CALL UNIFO(PAR1,LOWF.R,UPP~R,PAR4,PARAM,IX,IXM) 
LTOTM : PARhM 







BJCCO = PARAH 
CALL GAUSS(M8JCPO,PAR?,PAR3,SRJCPO,PARAM,IX,IXM) 
BJCPO = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(MFC ,PAR?,PARJ,SFC ,PARAM,IX,IXM) 
F'C = PARAM 
CAL~ GAUSS(M0~L?E,PAR~,PAR3,SOFL2E,PARAM,IX,IXM) 
OF"L2E = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(MOFL3E,PAR2,PAR3,SOVL3E,PARAM,IX,I~M) 
QF"L3E = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(MPCL1 ,PAR2,PAR3,SPCL1 ,PARAM,IX,lXM) 
PCL1 = PARAM 
bALL GAUSS(MPCL~ ,PAR2,PAR3,SPCL2 ,PARAM,IX,JXM) 
PCL2 = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(MPCL3 ,PAR~,PARJ,SPCL3 ,PARAM,IX,lXM) 
PCL3 = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(MSJCPO,PAR,,PAR3,SSJCPO,PARAM,IX,IXM) 
SJCPO = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(MVC ,PAR2,PAR3,SVC ,PARAM,JX,IXM) 
VC = PARAM 
**~**** ... 


















SUBROUTINE RANDOM CCA~E It) 
o:SI~NED TO CREATE RANOOM VARIATIONS UPON SELECTF.O 
PARA~ETERS, 
~UITS IN LEVELS 1 ANO 2 ARE RANDOM VARIABLES 
SUBROUTINE RANonM 
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CM0UIT2,M~Yor1,MLYOr2, M~YOr3 ,MPL3AC,MOFL3c,MSJrPO,MPL2AC, 
CM0FL2E,MBJCPO,M8JCCO, MLTDT8 ,MPCL1,MPCL2,MPCL3,MFC,HVC, 
CMEU,MLTDTM 
C0MMQN/MEANS/MHJR~1,M H IRE~,MHJRE3,MPR012, MPR0'3 ,MnUJT1, 
CM~UIT2,MLYOF1,MLYOF~. ~LVOrJ,MPL3AC ,MorL3E,MSJCPO,MPL2AC , 
CM0FL2E,MBJcPO,MRJCCO, MLTDT8 ,MPCL1,MPCL2,MPCL3,MFC,HVC, 
CMEU,MLTDTM 
C0MMQN/STDQVS/SHIRE1,~HIRF2,SHIRE3,SPR012,SPRn23,SQUIT1, 
CS0UIT2,SLYOF1,SLYOF2,~LY0~3,SPL3A C ,SnrL3c,S~JCPO,SP L2AC , 





CASE II PROGRAM 
******** PAR2 = 3, 




UPPER = MLTDTB + 2, * SLTOTB 
LOWER = HLTnTR - 2. * SLTOTB 
CALL UNIFO(PAR1,LOWFR,UPPER,PAR4,PARAM,JX,JXM) 
LTDTBD :: PARAM 
UPPER = MLTDTM + 2, * SLTnTM 
LOWER = MLTOTM - 2, * SLTDTM 
CALL UNIFO(PAR1,LOWER.UPPER,PAR4,PARAM,IX,IXM> 
LTOTM = PARAM 
C GENERATE NORMALLY niSTRI~UTEO PARAMETERS 
c 
CAL~ GAUSS(M8JCCO,PAR 2 ,PAR3,SBJCCO,PARAM,IX,IXM) 
BJCCO = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(M8JCPO,PAR2,PAR3,S8JCPO,PARAM,IX,lXM) 
BJCPO = PARAM 
CALL GAUSSCMF"C 






OF'L2E = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(MOFL3E,PAR?,PAR3,SOFl3E,PARAM,IX,IXM) 
orL3E = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(MPCLi ,PAR2,PAR3,SPCL1 ,PARAM,IX,IXM) 
PCL1 = PARAM 
CALL GAUS~(MPCL2 ,PAR ?. ,PAR3,SPCL2 ,PARAM,IX,lXM) 
PCL2 = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(MPCL3 ,PAR~ePAR3,SPCL 3 ,PARAM,tX;IXM) 
PCL3 = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(MSJCPO,PAR?,PAR3,SSJCP O,PARAM,IX,IXM) 
SJCPQ = PARAM 
CALL GAUSS(MVC ,PAR2,PAR3,SVC ,PARAM,lX,lXM) 
VC = PARAM 
END OF CA~E II PROGRA 
******** RETURN 
1~~~ WqiTEC4,100) 




C SUBROUTINE START 
C· 















982 · CALl. 0TEFF0 C I c·oNSL, 1, T NO 1 CO, I ERR) 
CALL 0TEFF0CICQNSL,1,TNOICO,lERR> 
IF(INDICO> GO TO 981 
GO To 98" 
981 M=M+l 
I~<M,LT,2500) GO TO 982 
CALL 0REFF0CICONSL,0,JERR> 
CALL QQD0CICONSL,IERR> 




C SUBROUTINE SYNCl 
C· 
C. DESIGNED TO SyNCHRONIZE ANALOG AND DIGITAL 
C (MARKS THE BEGINNING or A TIME FRAME> 
C' 
C· 





IF(INDICO) GO TO 1 













C SUBROUTINE SYNC2 
c· 
C OESIGNED TO SyNCHRONIZE ANALOG AND DIGITAL 









l~(lNDICO) GO Tn 1 
I = 2 
CALL 0SYNC0CICONSL,3,TERR) 
. RETURN 





C SUBROUTINE UNIFO 
c 
C ncSIGNEO TO GENERATE UNirORMALLY DISTRIAUTEO NUMRERS 
c· f'"OR EAI 84~0 
c: PAR1 - MOT USED 
C PAR2 ~ LOWER LIMIT * CINPUTl 
C P A R 3- - UP P E R L I M I T * C I N PUT ) 
c. PAR4 • ~OT USED 
C· PARAM- RANDOM NUMBER * COUTPUT) 
C IX - SE~D * CINPUT) 
C· IXM • NOT USED 
c 
J . 















The equipment used to implement this study was one of the two 
EAI 8900 Hybrid Computing System belonging to Martin Marietta 
Corporation, Orlando Division. This hybrid computer, manufactured by 
Electronic Associates, Inc., consists of three analog computers 
(Model 8812), a digital computer (Model 8400) and data interface 
(Model 8930). The main features of the 8400 digital computer and the 
8930 hybrid data interface are shown in the system block diagram in 
Figure 15. Table 4 gives a detailed listing of the analog components. 
For this study only one analog computer was necessary to simulate the 











8900 SYSTEM (B) 
8400 DIGITAL COMPUTER 
8930 INTERFACE ----------------------
~--------- 48K Core (32 Bit Words), 1.75 psec Memory Cycle Time 64MDACs Floating Point Hardware 
32 Channel MPXR w A/DC Console w/Paper Tape, Read and Punch, Elect Typewriter 
-16 PAls Card Read and Punch 
72 Sense, 72 Discrete Lines 4 Mag Tape Drives, 1 Disk 
Mode Control Analog Readout 1 Line Printer (600 lines/min) 
Auto Pot Set 
Fig. 15--Simplified Block Diagram of the 




















POTENTIOMETERS, SERVO SET 
LIMITERS, FEEDBACK 
COMPARATORS, ELECTRONIC 










8 CHANNEL RECORDER 
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